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Lance Iversen, The Chronicle

Mission Street from Fifth to Sixth is changing as a big crane aids the building of a 15-story Hampton Inn.
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An enormous tower crane went up the other day outside my window at The Chronicle's world
headquarters, at Fifth and Mission streets. Jeez, I wondered, what's that? Well, said John King, the
architectural critic, they are building a new hotel, right across the street.

I've seen the city through this window for a lifetime, it seems, watched the pigeons strutting
around on the top of the Old Mint, watched the buses heading out Mission Street, down the
Peninsula, over to Marin, saw the occasional car crash, the occasional drug deal. Saw the food
trucks on Mint Alley, watched the people walking up and down Mission Street, going to work,
going home, going nowhere at all.

Sometimes I see a guy standing on the sidewalk,
shouting up at the Chronicle building, like a
madman. There are seldom surprises out my
window.

But a new hotel? Never seen that. It is going up
at 942 Mission, north side of the street. It will
be a Hampton Inn, with a tower 15 stories high,
174 rooms, right there, in the heart of SoMa,
just steps from the cable cars and shopping.

There are some good things on Mission between Fifth and Sixth - the grand Old Mint, built in
1874, a survivor of the great fire and earthquake of 1906. There is the Provident Loan
Association, which had a cameo role in "The Maltese Falcon," the Dashiell Hammett noir classic.

But the rest of the block is different. The south side of Mission toward Sixth is moderately seedy:
fenced-off parking lots, boarded-up buildings, a grocery store that looks a bit faded. There is a
shop that is having a Mother's Day special on pawned diamonds. The shop is careful about its
patrons: "No hats, No hoods, No sunglasses," a sign in the window says.

Right now, the Hampton Inn is just a hole in the ground, sandwiched between two downscale
hotels. A white plywood fence, marked by scrawled graffiti, covers the Mission Street side of the
empty lot. It is possible to peek into the construction site through holes cut in the fence. The soil
under the city here is a surprise: It's sand, like the beach. On either side are brick walls of the two
neighboring hotels. One of them has a painted sign advertising the long-vanished Richardson Bros.
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Safe Co. The letters are faded. It must be 100 years old.

A man has set up camp on the sidewalk. He's been there a week.

Next door, on the ground floor of the Alikain Hotel Building, is the Barbary Coast, an
establishment with a brown awning. Inside are glimpses of the interior, all dark polished wood,
like a gentleman's club. It is a medical marijuana dispensary.

On the light pole outside, a green and white banner with the slogan of the University of San
Francisco: Change the World From Here.

Walking west, briskly, carefully, toward Sixth, you pass the offices of a law firm (no solicitors, no
walk-ins, a sign says), a Chinese restaurant that is having a Grand Opening, and a place that sells
gold teeth. Right now you can get six teeth for $70.
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At the corner of Sixth and Mission is an adult superstore with XXX DVDs. Outside, another
Change the World From Here banner.

Maybe the new Hampton Inn will change the world of this block of Mission Street when it opens
next spring, the way the hotels and museums changed the area around Third and Howard, which
used to be Skid Row.

The old Third Street is remembered through a haze of nostalgia now, as if alcoholism and
desperate poverty were somehow colorful. The people who lived in the flophouses are now seen
as retired merchant seamen, or wise old men, living out their twilight years. Perhaps they were,
but I remember men drunk on cheap wine, sleeping it off on the sidewalks. There was also the
famous dire warning young and frisky San Franciscans got from old ladies: "You keep drinking
like that and you'll end up at Third and Howard!"

Now Third and Howard is the site of the W Hotel, and the president of the United States stays a
block and a half away when he's in town. The world does change.

Carl Nolte is a San Francisco Chronicle columnist. His column appears every Sunday.
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